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INGATHERING FROM WITHOUT 

 The Torah promises that one day (b’ezras Hashem very soon) Hakadosh Boruch Hu will gather the 

entire Jewish people from all corners of the world.  This is a basic tenet of our faith. The wording the Torah 

uses to convey this message however, beg explanation: If we are pushed away ‘to the edge of the Heavens, 

Hashem will gather us from there and will take us from there’.  Surely, it would have been sufficient for the 

Torah to tell us that Hashem will gather us.  The word “misham” (from there) seems unnecessary.  

Furthermore, it should have been enough for Hashem to promise to take us. Why the need to gather and then 

take us? 

 The Zera Shimshon suggests the following approach: When Haman came in frustrated that he had to 

lead Mordechai around town on the royal horse, his wife Zeresh told him ‘im nafol tipol l’fanav’ (if you surely fall 

before him).  The gemara explains that her message in this double expression is that when Jews fall, they fall 

to the lowest place possible, but yet when they rise, they rise higher than the stars. This, explains the Zera 

Shimshon, is not merely incidental, but rather, it is specifically when we hit rock bottom, that Hashem comes 

and saves us, bring us to the highest heights, and so it is specifically, from there, that Hashem saves us, but 

not before. For this reason, Hashem tells us that ‘from there’ he will take us.  In short, when we find ourselves 

in the darkest point of golus, Hashem will rescue us.  However, it’s not that simple: Since the reason we find 

ourselves in golus is because of sinas chinam, this must also be rectified. Therefore, before the RIbono shel 

Olam can come and get us out of the darkness, He must first gather us together and improve the feelings of 

unity among us. Then, from there, he will retrieve us and redeem us. 

 This explanation gives us hope in trying times. We must realize that just when things appear so bleak 

and dismal, Hashem is ready to spring into action and save us.  Yet perhaps there’s another message here: 

This isn’t only true for k’lal Yisroel as a whole, but for each individual as well.  We all have areas in our lives in 

which we are in a state of despair. Hakadosh Boruch Hu will save us and bring us close to Him. Yet first, the 

sinas chinam in our hearts must be eradicated. Then, after we are gathered, he will take us out of our difficult 

situations.  But let us consider the following: if we take the first step and work on our ahavas Yisroel and learn 

to tolerate others, we can save Hakadosh Boruch Hu the trouble of that first step. More than this though, 

Chazal tell us Hashem helps someone who comes to purify themselves. Surely, this qualifies as a step towards 

greater purity that will merit tremendous help from above. 

 We all need yeshuos. It’s important to keep in mind, that when things look very dark, it’s a sign that the 

yeshuah is imminent More importantly though, there is something we can do to expedite the situation. 
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UNDERSTANDING TEKIAS SHOFAR 

 Many are familiar with the concept of “100 blasts of the shofar”. Although this is a very strong minhag, this is much more 

than basic halacha requires. In fact, the Rishonim who mention this custom say that we do so because of the one hundred cries that Sisra’s mother 

cried when her son didn’t come home. In reality, the Torah only mandates “nine” blasts of the shofar. Practically speaking however, everyone must hear 

a minimum of “thirty” shofar blasts in order to fulfill his obligation of tekias shofar. A tzibur however, must blow more than this, and a “good ear” can 

discern the difference in the types of sound of the shofar blown at different point of davening. Let us take this opportunity to discover why. 

 In three places, the Torah uses the word “teru’ah” to express the sound of the shofar. Although one of these pesukim is about the blasts of the 

shofar sounded in the yoval year, Chazal understand that all three are connected, and as such, we are to understand that  on Rosh Hashana, we are to 

blow three [sets of] teru’os. Since the Torah also tells us “taaviru teruah”, we understand that each teruah sound must be proceeded and followed by a 

straight/flat longer sound which we know as a teki’ah. In other words, the Torah simply mandate that on Rosh Hashana we blow three sets of “teki’ah--

teru’ah---teki’ah”, a total of nine sounds. 

 However, says the gemara, we are unsure as to what a teru’ah really sounds like. The gemara suggests three possibilities: (1) [three] semi-

short sounds, which we call “shevarim”; (2) a series of quick, short sounds which we call teru’ah (according to Rashi there need only be three of these 

short sounds. many rishonim require a minimum of nine and indeed the prevalent minhag is to blow more than nine); (3) Both, i.e. shevarim and then 

teru’ah. This is what we call “shevarim-teru’ah”. (The Rishonim point out that the gemara never considered blowing a set of teru’ah shevarim since the 

sound of the shofar is supposed to be an imitation of crying and while people do cry starting with long moaning sounds and progressing into short 

“cries”, the reverse is not done.) The gemara tells us that because of this uncertainty, R’ Abahu established that everyone should blow all three 

combinations, three times each, thereby ensuring that everyone would fulfill their obligation. And so it came to be that everyone must hear a minimum of 

“thirty kolos” (blasts of the shofar) every Rosh Hashana (shevarim-teru’ah being counted as two, not one). 

 Although according to the Rambam this was indeed a bona fide case of doubt, most other Rishonim indicate otherwise: The Rosh records that 

someone asked Rav Hai Gaon what happened until R’ Abahu made his decree? It doesn’t seem right to suggest that two thirds of k’lal Yisroel didn’t 

fulfill the mitzvah of shofar every year. He answered that in truth, all of these sounds are valid teru’os; the Torah merely wanted that we generate a 

“crying sound” between the two teki’os. However, since R’ Abahu found varying customs in different communities, it gave the impression that there were 

different sets of halachos (or “two Torah’s”) in k’lal Yisroel. This is quite far from the impression we want to create on Rosh Hashana, when we are 

mamlich (crown) Hakadosh Baruch Hu as King over a united nation. In order to unify us, R’ Abahu mandated that all communities should blow all three 

customs. Although the vast majority of Rishonim quote Rav Hai Gaon’s opinion as halacha, the Shulchan Aruch echoes the opinion of the Rambam, and 

treats this as a real safeik. (See however, Biur Ha’Gra who understands that the Shulchan Aruch does indeed concur with the opinion of most Rishonim, 

and his wording in Shulchan Aruch is merely copied straight out of the Rambam.) In any event, halacha mandates that one hear a minimum of thirty 

blasts of the shofar as follows: Tekiah-shevraim-teruah-Tekiah X 3; Tekiah-shevarim-Tekiah X 3; Tekiah-teruah-Tekiah X 3. During chazaras ha’Shatz 

(Chazan’s repitition) of Musaf, the shofar is sounded again after each of the three middle berachos (malchios, zichronos, shofros), and although the 

Shulchan Aruch records various customs regarding which sounds to blow, our custom is to blow each of the three possible combinations after each of 

these berachos (a total of another “thirty” blasts). 

 There is yet another dispute regarding the shevarim-teruah blasts. According to many Rishonim, one may not stop between the shevarim and 

the teruah sounds, since it is the two together that we are blowing to fulfill the Torah’s instructions to blow teru’os. If one who stop between the two, he 

would in essence be blowing two different sounds, not one. Rabeinu Tam however argues that since when people cry, switching from long sobs to short 

cries, they often pause between, the correct way to blow shevarim-teru’ah is to in fact stop and breathe between them. Although the Beis Yosef seems 

to understand Rabeinu Tam to mean that one can pause and breathe, many poskim disagree and maintain that according to Rabeinu Tam, one must 

breathe between the shevarim and the teru’ah. In order to fulfill both opinions of the Rishonim, the Shulchan Aruch recommends blowing shevarim-

teru’ah without a break during the first thirty blasts (before Musaf) and breathing in accordance with the opinion of Rabeinu Tam during the shevari-

teru’ah sets throughout musaf. Although the Rema writes that the proper custom is to always stop between the shevarim and the teru’ah (like Rabeinu 

Tam’s opinion) even in the initial set of thirty kolos, the Mishna Berura here follows the advice of the Shulchan Aruch and this is indeed the prevalent 

custom amongst most Ashkenazim. 

 The Chazon Ish however takes a slightly different approach to understanding this dispute. He understands that according to most Rishonim, 

one should not stop at all between the shevarim and teru’ah and according to Rabeinu Tam, one should stop less than one breath. He maintains, that 

a break of a breath invalidate the shevarim-teru’ah, even according to Rabeinu Tam. In several communities, it has become common for the baal 

tokei’ah to attempt to fulfill the opinion of the other Chazon Ish during the last set of thirty kolos, (i.e. after chazara ha’shatz in nusach askenaz, or 

during, for nusach sefard [who already blew thirty during the silent shemoneh esrei]), blowing shevarim-teruah without any hefsek (break) whatsoever.

 The baal tokeiah then adds another ten blasts (one set of each of the three combinations) and has b’ezras Hashem fulfilled the mitzvah of 

tekias shofar in accordance with all opinions. 
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